


Our poster is divided into 3 sections as it was made on a trifold board. The first section is dedicated to why you should choose VEX as your robotics 
experience. This section includes the logos of different VEX divisions as well as an essay about why VEX is a beneficial experience. The second section is all about 
this year’s VRC game. It shows visual representations of the game elements and the field. It also incorporates pictures of our team’s robot interacting with the 
field elements. It has a rundown of the scoring (taken from the game manual) and a picture of one of our programmer’s autonomous code plans. The third and 
final section has 3 picture of our team on and off the field. The first picture is our drive team on the field with 1247Y Lady Volts, this picture shows the teamwork 
required between alliance partners. We have actually developed a strong friendship with the other team pictured since then and we are grateful that VEX has 
brought up that opportunity for us. The second picture shows the importance of communication and cooperation between teammates in order to maximize 
performance. The last picture is a picture of our team after we went to the finals in a Signature Event with the Hero Bot. This section of the poster also has 
VEX’s 3 core values, Quality, Iteration, and Creativity. In order to make our poster, we carefully looked over the requirements and recommendations on the 
challenge’s page on Robotevents.com, and constructed a plan from there. We couldn’t decide between red or black for our background so we settled on making it a 
split black and red background. We thought it still looked a little plain; so we added fire to the bottom of the black half to go with our team name (Divas On Fire). 
We knew one of the main things we wanted to highlight was the bonds and friendships formed so the first things we printed out were the team name and team 
pictures. We also wanted to make sure if someone walked by our poster and didn’t know anything about Tipping Point, that they wouldn’t be lost. This led to the 
creation of the center section about the game. Finally, the description of the challenge compared it to a promotional poster, this is why we made a section 
dedicated to why you should choose VEX for your robotics endeavors. Vex has been an amazing experience so far and we hope to continue our learning far into the 
future.


